INFORMATION ARCHITECT

LEARN HOW YOU CAN BECOME AN INFORMATION ARCHITECT AT UNT

*all information retrieved from Glassdoor

SALARY INFORMATION

ANNUAL MEDIAN PAY

$126,526

# OF JOBS AVAILABLE ON GLASSDOOR

~170

ENTRY-EDUCATION

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

JOB OUTLOOK

1 XX%

PERCENTILE WAGE ESTIMATES

ANNUAL WAGE

Possible Range: $80 K - $163 K

Most Likely Range: $99 K - $132 K

AVERAGE TOTAL PAY TRAJECTORY BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

YEARS | TOTAL PAY/YEAR | POSSIBLE RANGE | MOST LIKELY RANGE

0-1 | $95,077 | $61 K - $150 K | $75 K - $121 K

1-3 | $100,772 | $66 K - $155 K | $83 K - $127 K

4-6 | $109,007 | $72 K - $164 K | $88 K - $156 K

7-9 | $118,570 | $80 K - $178 K | $97 K - $147 K

10-14 | $132,528 | $97 K - $196 K | $109 K - $163 K

RECOMMENDED COURSES AT UNT

TECM 4300: USABILITY & USER EXPERIENCE

User experience (UX) is a driving force behind how documents, websites, and other web-based applications are created. Usability & User Experience covers the methods and best practices of the field, and introduces students to concepts such as information architecture, usability heuristics, and how usability and user experience tests are conducted.

TECM 4400: ADVANCED INFORMATION DESIGN

An advanced understanding of web design, web applications, and user experience is an invaluable skill. Advanced Information Design provides an in-depth look on how to write, design, develop, and test information for electronic media using industry-standard software. In this class, students will learn how to design and develop web applications that solves a tangible problem for a specific user group using a user experience (UX) process and test the functionality of their application using formal and informal testing methodologies.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT TECH COMM, VISIT TECHCOMM.UNT.EDU